A MAN CAN DREAM, CAN'T HE
BY: MATT KING
ATLANTIC CD: HARD COUNTRY

Choreo: Chip Summy
101 Wynbrook Drive
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(828) 698-7205  Email: NCJCS@Aol.com


Part A* (32 Beats)
Sway Kick DTS DT(xif) DT(ots) DTS(b) RS Kick DTS RS
   L   R   R   R   L/R L   L   R/L
Triple DTS DTS DTS RS (turn ½ right)
   R   L   R   L/R
2 Kicks DTS Kick DTS Kick
   L   R   R   L
***** Repeat above back to face front *****

Part A (28 Beats)
Same as Part A* except omit the 2 Kicks to the front

Part B (32 Beats)
Dream Kick DTS DT(up) Click-Heel Click-Heel DT(up) DTS RS DBL(back) Brush(up)
   L   R   L   R   R   R   L/R   L   L
Loop Rock DTS DTS(xif) DTS Loop-Step RS(turn ½ right) DTS DTS RS
   R   L   R   L   R   R   L/R   L   R
***** Repeat above back to face front *****
Samantha DTS DTS Drag Step Drag Step RS DTS DTS RS (turn ½ right)
   L   R   L   L   R   L/R   L   R   L/R
2 Flea DT(up) DTS DT(up) DTS
Flickers L   L   R   R
Rocking DTS Brush(up) (turn ½ left) DTS RS
Chair L   R   R   L/R

Part C (32 Beats)
Charleston DTS Tch-Tuc Tuc-Heel RS RS DTS DTS RS (turn ½ right)
Rock L   R   R   L/R L/R L   R   R/L
2 Fancy DTS DTS(xif) DTS(xib) RS DTS DTS(xif) DTS(xib) RS
Triples L   R   L   R/L P   L   R   L/R
***** Repeat above back to face front *****
A MAN CAN DREAM, CAN'T HE

**PART D** (28 Beats)
Slur Touch DTS DTS(xif) DTS Slur-Step DTS Tch-Toe Tch-Toe(xif) Tch-Toe
Vine L R L R L R R R
***** Repeat Slur Touch Vine with right foot lead *****
Cowboy DTS DTS DTS Brush(up) DTS RS RS RS
    L R L R R L/R L/R L/R
2 Basics DTS RS DTS RS
    L R/L R L/R

**PART B** (16 Beats)
Do the Samantha to face back, then the Flea Flickers and Rocking Chair to the front

**Ending** (13 Beats)
Cowboy DTS DTS DTS Brush(up) DTS RS RS RS
    L R L R R L/R L/R L/R
2 Basics DTS RS DTS RS
    L R/L R L/R
1 Step Step
    L